Abstract: Fault diagnosis of HV circuit break has been investigated extensively as an important device in the field of power system. In view of the shortcoming of the traditional neural network, such as the slow convergence rate and the local minimum easy to form, fault diagnosis method of HV circuit breaker is proposed to remedy the defects of traditional neural network based on wavelets neural. This method adopts wavelets function rather than the hidden nodes of traditional neural network, which is propitious to conducive to achieve a rapid convergence of online learning. This work firstly discussed the principles of fault diagnosis method in detail, and then compared diagnosis effect using wavelets function with that of the traditional neural network. The results show that the training speed and classification effect of wavelets neural network are superior obviously to those of traditional neural network. Wavelets neural network based on vibration signals is more suitable in application to the fault diagnosis of HV circuit breakers.
INTRODUCTION
As an important equipment of power system, HV circuit breaker shoulders important responsibilities in collocating power-grid structure, protecting grid devices and isolating faults. Its running status, especially the mechanical conditions, are greatly concerned and emphasized by engineers and technicians. Therefore, researches of fault diagnosis have been launched successively [1] [2] [3] .
Many experts and scholars proposed kinds of effective detection methods in the past researches of fault diagnosis based on vibration signals. In 1996, Runde and other experts made use of windowing FFT and DTW to analyze vibration signals and estimate time migration of vibration signals under normal condition and test condition. In the end, they achieved good diagnosis through comparing estimated time migrations with reference data [4] . Hu Xiaoguang and his team adopted multi-layer wavelet-packet decomposition envelope peak value to extract signal singularity indexes. Then, they used those indexes as the characteristic parameters to reflect the status changes of circuit breaker [5] . Dennis and his team applied wavelet package to resolve 4 signals of one breaker action. They figured out sensitive nodes of circuit breaker under abnormal conditions. Those nodes formed a node rectangular coordinate graph, showing the state comparison of the 4 signal parts. Then, a back propagation neural network was applied to classify statuses [6] . In the end, they achieved precise detection. There is a common point in above researches: all the above methods extracted characteristic parameters from vibration signals; then expert knowledge or neural network was used to analyze the state of circuit breakers. However, there still are many problems in actual application. For example, expert knowledge is too rigid for fault judgment, and knowledge summaries are different among individuals. Besides, the classification of traditional neural network requires long-time trainings with a large amount of data samples, and it is easy to trap into local minimum and hard to converge.
Wavelet neural network is the combination of wavelet theory and neural network. It has a fast convergence rate with simple learning algorithm. Therefore, it is applied in various aspects such as adaptive area [7] , signal filtering [8, 9] , pattern identification [10, 11] , fault diagnosis and detection [12, 13] . When translation and scaling of wavelet basis function is determined in advance, weight coefficient becomes the adjustable parameter of wavelet neural network. Wavelet network and its weight are in linear relationship, soit is conducive to avoid the defects of normal BP neural network. Therefore, wavelet neural network is very necessary for mechanical fault classification. network and traditional BP neural network were compared in the work. According to experiments results, wavelet neural network is superior to traditional BP neural network in both classification effects and training speed.It replaces nonlinear activation function of normal neural network based on nonlinear wavelet. Thus, it is especially suitable to diagnose mechanical fault of HV circuit breaker.
BASIC PRINCIPLES OF WAVELET NEURAL NETWORK
Wavelet analysis is a mathematical theory and method developed from the mid-Eighties of twentieth century. Its basic concept is similar to Fourier transform. Fourier transform has no resolution in time domain and frequency domain. Besides, it cannot conduct local analysis. However, wavelet analysis remedies these defects with time-localized "window function", which is of great theoretical and practical significance [14] . Neural network is a new information processing system established from imitating the structure and function of human brain neuron and thinking ways. It is of high self-organization, self-adaptation and flexibility. Meanwhile, wavelet neural network is a new intelligent nonlinear network. It combines the characteristics of wavelet transform (time-frequency localization and zooming function) and neural network (self-learning, self-adaptation, fault tolerance and generalization ability). Wavelet neural network does not apply wavelet analysis to obtain signal characteristics and learning characteristic vectors. Instead, it adopts wavelet function to replace hidden node function of normal neural network. Besides, corresponding weights and thresholds from input layer to hidden layer are replaced by the scaling and translation parameters of wavelet function. Thus, activation function is the determined by wavelet function basis; the connection between wavelet transform and neural network is established through affine transformation [15] .
Wavelet neural network in signal classification and identification tries to figure out a set of suitable wavelets in wavelet feature space. Thus, the minimum cost function can be obtained through network learning and self-adaptive adjustment. Fig. (1) shows the network structure: Formula (1) shows the network equation:
Where i=1,2,…,n, x k (t) refers to the kth input variable, y i (t) the ith output variable, j the hidden-layer unit number.
is the weight function from the kth input layer to the jth hidden layer; ! ij the connection weight from the ith hidden layer to the jth output layer. ! is Sigmoid function. According to the function, ! ij , a j and b i are parameters waiting for training, and they can be learned with input samples x k (t) and teacher samples g i (t) through energy function minimization. Given the total number of input sample is p 0 , energy function can figure out:
Given n 0 is iterations, momentum factor ! is introduced in to accelerate convergence and prevent oscillation; then modification iterative formula of weight changes at each layer can be obtained:
Where ! is step length. When ! =0, this algorithm is a normal gradient descent learning method. 
EXTRACTION OF CHARACTERISTIC PARAME-TER

Wavelet Packet Node Envelope Extraction
First of all, we made use of wavelet packet method to conduct 3-layer decomposition to vibration signals. Then, signal nodes were reconstructed respectively at the 8 nodes in the third layer. After that, Hilbert transform was adopted to extract each node signal envelope as follows:
where x(t) is original signal; x ! (t) the Hilbert transform of
Calculation of Term Entropy
We used wavelet packet method (introduced in 3.1) to extract each 3rd-layer node envelope with normal stand signal. Then, we divided envelope signal into equal N parts according to equivalent energy rule. Following that, we extracted time separation point in each section to separate corresponding node envelope for testing signals [16] . Finally, energy ) (i Q was figured out for each section of testing signal-envelope. Take the kth node envelope signal as an example:
where k = 0,1,...7 , k = 0,1,...7 , t 0 and t 1 the time boundaries of the ith section. Define
According to basic entropy principles, wavelet packet term entropy is defined as:
Where H k is the kth wavelet-packet term entropy of vibration signal ) (t u in the third layer.
Then, we respectively extracted testing signal wavelet packet and resolved 8 wavelet packet term entropies in the third layer. Thus, we got term entropy vector T :
According to the method, characteristic parameters reflected the differences between testing signals and normal signals from two aspects: the happening time and characteristic frequency of vibration events. After multiple tests, the number of decomposed layer was determined according to the frequency component of vibration signals. Thus, this number should be in line with specific condition. If there are many decomposed layers, corresponding frequency section of each node will be relatively narrow, which is sensitive to vibration frequency changes. If there are few layers, it will be slow in response. This is not good for judging the status. The same is true to the numbers of decomposed sections. If there are many decomposed sections, the parameters will be sensitive to the migration of the event time. If there are few decomposed sections, it can hardly reflect the migration. At a result, it is not good for detecting status changes. Refer to relative references [17, 18] for detailed method to extract characteristic parameter.
EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS
Signal Extraction and Treatment
ZW32 vacuum breaker was used for testing in this work. Its vibration transducer was installed inside of each phasefoundation supporting shim. Under the condition of no load, we made use of breaker's insufficient lubrication to detect time-delay faults. Besides, we loosened A phase base crews to detect loosened-state faults. Then, we applied on-line data-monitoring collector to collect vibration signals of the foundation. The collector was installed inside of breaker control box. Finally, the data was transmitted to PC through RS485 bus for treatment in main control room. The breaker made 20 actions under fault state and 20 under normal state. Therefore, 60 sets of A-phase fault data were obtained. First of all, we conducted wavelet soft-threshold denoising processing for collected data. After multiple tests, we selected threshold 2.1 according to de-noising effects. Thus, reconstructed and de-noised vibration signals were obtained. Fig. (3) implies obvious effects of de-noising treatment. Then, with Daubechies10 wavelet as wavelet basis function, we conducted three-layer decomposition to de-noised data. And, we reconstructed signals based on node coefficients in the third layer. In the end, we applied Hilbert transform to respectively extract the envelopes of reconstructed signals for the 8 nodes.
Here, we processed standard signals under normal state first. As for wavelet-packet decomposed node-envelope signals in the third layer, we divided the time shaft of each node into 15 sections according to equal energy principles. Table 1 shows the section separation time of each node. According to Table 1 , there is relatively small gap between breaker vibration events. The smallest gap is only 5ms. However, the section gap at other flat parts is relatively big. This separation method helps to detect the time migration of each vibration event within each frequency section. Thus, just a parameter can reflect the changes of vibration signals in both time domain and frequency domain.
Node separation method in Table 1 figured out the section energy of each signal section; then term entropy vectors were calculated according to formula (8) and (9) . Table 2 shows the calculation results. According to term entropy vector, elements of normal-signal entropy vector are equally distributed. However, elements of fault-signal entropy vector, usually smaller than that of normal state, are in dispersed distribution. Therefore, the energy distribution of each frequency section under fault state is obviously easier to get disturbed than under normal state. Thus, it can detect circuit breaker faults. Meanwhile, it can be seen that the entropy of fault signals under screw-loosened state is generally smaller than the entropy under time-delayed state.
Comparison of Identification Results Between Wavelet Neural Network and BP Neural Network
On one hand, we made use of tool case to construct wavelet neural network shown in Fig. (1) under the condition of Matlab. Then, we took formula (1) a network equation. Considering the self-adaptive ability of B sample wavelet to data changes, we selected 4th-order B sample wavelet for wavelet function, 8 units for input layers and 3 units for output layers. Data in Table 2 was used as input. After 500 trainings, the error reached expected value of 0.01. Then, the network training was finished. Table 3 show the output results. On the other hand, we constructed a simple single-hidden-layer BP neural network with 8 neural units for input layers, 3 neural units for output layers. And tansigmoid is the transform function under same Matlab conditions. We chose the number of hidden-layer neural units and step length according to training status. Here we also used data in Fig. (2) to train the network. Given the training function is trained and expected error is 0.01, after multiple adjustive trainings, the number of hidden-layer neural units is determined to be 10 and step length 0.31. As a result, there are altogether 4869 steps to finally reach expected error, which nearly takes 4 minutes. Table 4 shows the output results. Table 3 and Table 4 show the comparison of classification results: wavelet neural network and BP neural network both can achieve accurate identification of fault. Besides, they further prove the effectiveness of feature extraction of this method. However, wavelet neural work has better training speed and classification effect than BP neural network.
Although wavelet neural network and BP neural network have uniform approximation and L 2 approximation ability, wavelet neural network is a local-approaching network. BP neural network belongs to global-approaching network. Compared with global-approaching network, local-approaching network with fast convergence is easy to adapt to new data, thus avoiding serious extrapolation error. Considering from structure, hidden node function of wavelet neural network is a neural function; weights and hidden thresholds from input layer to hidden layer are corresponding wavelet scaling and translation parameters. As for network structure with p inputs, h hidden nodes and q outputs, the adjustable parameters of wavelet neural network has only h×q weight coefficients when the range of j and k are determined according to prior knowledge. But BP neural network has p×h+h×q input and output weights with h+q thresholds. Therefore, wavelet neural network has fewer adjustable parameters, greatly shortening training time. Considering from the 
CONCLUSION
Based on the introduction of basic principles and training methods of wavelet neural network, the work applied wavelet-packet term entropy method to extract characteristic signals for the training and learning of wavelet neural network. Meanwhile, training and classification effects of waveletpacket term entropy were compared with those of BP neural network method. According to experiments, wavelet neural network is more suitable to identify the status of HV breaker based on vibration signal. Thus, wavelet neural network possess superiority when fast and accurate real-time fault diagnosis is expected.
